
“ANCIENT MUSIC IN THE PINES”

 OSHO  ZAZEN  RETREAT

“To know means to be silent, completely silent, so that you can hear the silent inner voice

within. To know means to leave the ordinary mind behind. When you are completely silent,

when nothing is moving inside of you, the door opens.”   Osho

A meditative space, where awareness and watching are the path and the practice.
An individual journey into the depths of what and who we are, and a deep exploration and

confrontation with our own mind’s and heart’s illusions and dreams. Remembering, and
diving into the underground stream of the silence and peace of our true nature.

Awareness and Watching are the Retreat…

An intense process of Zazen si"ng, Zen walking, Haiku, (the Zen enlightened form of

poetry), and Osho insights and guidance. Most of the retreat will be in silence.

Some experience in medita)on is required.

                                  

 

  “ As the birds sing each morning at sunrise, the heart fills with song at the dawn of

 meditation. As flowers bloom in spring, the soul is drenched in fragrance as

 meditation is born. As everything glisters green beneath the rain,  consciousness

 shines with many colors as meditation showers. All this and much more takes

  place, and this is only the beginning.  Ultimately, everything goes:  fragrance,

 color, light, music… everything disappears. And an inner space, like the sky,

 appears. Empty, formless, without quality…”       Osho 
                                                                                                     



“Meditation: The Silence of the mind, the Silence of the heart.”

 Videha. Osho disciple since 1980. Ini)ated into the Mevlevi Sufi Order of Konya

 ( “The Whirling Dervishes” ), Videha integrates the Sufi Path into Osho’s vision and

 love. For years as a Zazen medita)on prac))oner, he has traveled and trained in

 Mongolia, China, Taiwan, Korea, Central Asia, Japan, Tibet, where he got many

 ini)a)ons.  He is leading groups, seminars, camps and medita)on retreats all over the

 world since more then 28 years, uni)ng the path of love and the path of medita)on.

 “All the work is inspired by Osho teachings, my Master, an endless source of compassion  and

wisdom, an inexhaus)ble mine of countless Dharma teaching treasures”.

* * *
“You've traveled up ten thousand steps in search of the Dharma.

So many long days in the archives, copying, copying.

The gravity of the Tang and the profundity of the Sung

make heavy baggage.

Here! I've picked you a bunch of wildflowers.

Their meaning is the same

but they're much easier to carry.”

Hsu  Yun  (Empty Cloud)

          *                       

The Zazen Retreat will happen in the magic silence and snow of the

mountains of Val Maira, Italian Alps.  

 

      

       17 ~ 23 January 2022 

 

INFO:  Videha:    videha1@gmail.com             WhatsApp: +39 3895204233

   Nartana:  giraudonadia@yahoo.it            Tel. : 3391000314    

                                              

  www.pilgrimsofemp)ness.com


